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ABSTRACT: Spontaneous formation of polymeric metal-
losomes with uniform size (∼100 nm) was found to occur
in aqueous medium through the reaction of an anticancer
agent, (1,2-diaminocyclohexane)platinum(II) (DACHPt),
with a Y-shaped block copolymer of ω-cholesteroyl-poly(L-
glutamic acid) and two-armed poly(ethylene glycol)
(PEGasus-PLGA-Chole). Circular dichroism spectrum
measurements revealed that the PLGA segment forms an
α-helix structure within the metallosomes, suggesting that
secondary-structure formation of metallocomplexed PLGA
segment may drive the self-assembly of the system into
vesicular structure. These metallosomes can encapsulate
water-soluble fluorescent macromolecules into their inner
aqueous phase and eventually deliver them selectively into
tumor tissues in mice, owing to the prolonged blood
circulation. Accordingly, fluorescent imaging of the tumor
was successfully demonstrated along with an appreciable
antitumor activity by DACHPt moieties retained in the
vesicular wall of the metallosomes, indicating the potential
of metallosomes as multifunctional drug carriers.

Supramolecular architectures constructed through a self-
assembly of block copolymers are attracting much interest

because of their versatile morphologies. In particular, studies on
vesicles (also known as polymersomes) have become a key area
of focus because of interest in the study of their formation
mechanisms,1−4 morphology tuning,5 and their potential as
delivery carriers.6 Various types of polymersomes have been
developed from various interactions,6 such as hydrophobic
interactions by amphiphilic block copolymers, where the
morphology can be modulated through ion−polymer complex-
ation,5,7 and electrostatic interactions from oppositely charged
block copolymers.8,9 The metal coordination bond is
interesting as the membrane properties of polymersomes can
be changed within water by a ligand-exchange reaction. This
property is important for biomedical applications because the
controlled release of loaded materials in the polymersomes is a
crucial issue when the polymersomes are utilized as carriers to
deliver therapeutic agents. Here, we succeeded to prepare
spontaneous polymersome formation in water triggered by

metal coordination bond, namely metallosomes, enabling the
controlled release property of the cargos at the target site in the
body. The metallosomes are formed between the aqueous
complex of (1,2-diaminocyclohexane)platinum(II) (DACHPt),
the active compound of the widely used platinum-based
anticancer drug oxaliplatin,10,11 and the carboxylic moieties of
the poly(L-glutamic acid) (PLGA) segment of two-armed PEG-
b-PLGA-cholesterol (PEGasus-PLGA-Chole), comprising the
biocompatible components. The architecture of the metal-
losomes provides considerable storage capacity for water-
soluble molecules within its inner water phase and, therefore,
has tremendous potential for encapsulation and controlled
delivery of water-soluble agents together with DACHPt
moieties in the vesicular wall as anticancer agents. These
metallosomes work as multifunctional drug carriers demon-
strating tumor imaging through encapsulated fluorescent
molecules within the inner aqueous phase along with
appreciable antitumor activity.
The self-assembly occurred in water through complexation of

DACHPt and PEGasus-PLGA-Chole block copolymers (PE-
Gasus; 20 000 Da, degree of polymerization (DP) of PLGA;
20) (Figure 1a). A dynamic light scattering (DLS) measure-
ment for this assembly showed a size of approximately 100 nm
with narrow unimodal size distribution (Figure 1b). The
structure of the assembly was investigated using transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). The TEM image shown in Figure
1c was consistent with hollow vesicular structures, although
collapse and aggregation occurred presumably during the
vacuum treatment of the samples. Moreover, the vesicular
assembly with clear thin membrane structure was observed in a
cryogenic phase-contrast TEM (cryo-PCTEM) image (Figure
2a(i)), further supporting the formation of vesicles.
Given the vesicular nature of the assembly, it is possible to

load hydrophilic molecules into its inner water space.
Accordingly, PEGasus-PLGA-Chole and DACHPt were
assembled in the presence of dextran labeled with FITC
(FITC-dextran; 10 000 Da), and subsequently the solution was
ultrafiltered to eliminate the FITC-dextran that was outside the
assembly. The incorporation of the FITC-dextran into the
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assembly was confirmed by gel permeation chromatography
(GPC). The fluorescence of the incorporated FITC-dextran
was determined at the same elution time as that of the
assembly, whereas the free FITC-dextran appeared at a much
later elution time (Figure 1d). This provided evidence for the
coexistence of the FITC-dextran and the assembly. This result
confirmed the vesicular nature of the assembly with inner water
space; thus, it was named as “metallosome”. Concurrently, the
result indicates high potential of the metallosome as a reservoir
for hydrophilic agents.
Formation of vesicular structures indicates that there may be

particular structures of the constituent block copolymer that
stabilize a lamellar phase of the vesicular membrane. Circular
dichroism (CD) analysis revealed that the PLGA segment
adopts an α-helix structure in metallosomes (Figure 1e, closed
circle). PLGA is a well-known polypeptide that forms an α-helix
under acidic conditions or when substituting side chains,12

while adopting a random coil structure at neutral pH, as
demonstrated by the CD spectrum of free PEGasus-PLGA-
Chole block copolymer in the solution (Figure 1e, open circle).
Binding of DACHPt to carboxylic moieties of PLGA induced
α-helix formation even under neutral conditions, presumably
because of decreased intramolecular electrostatic repulsion of
the carboxylic moieties. Considering the inherent nature of
cylindrical α-helices to pack laterally with each other13−16

favoring formation of flat membrane and the nature of PEG and
PLGA blocks to segregate, possible orientations of α-helices in
the metallosome membrane are α-helices aligned (i) in an
antiparallel manner to form a single layer or (ii) in a parallel
manner to form double layers, with cholesterol (Chole) groups
buried between the α-helix layers. From the viewpoint of free
energy, the parallel alignment (ii) would be more favorable
because hydrophobic Chole groups attached to the ω-end of
the block copolymers can assemble between the α-helix double
layers within a hydrophobic environment as schematically
depicted in Figure 1a. Furthermore, Chole groups can assemble
to form a cholesteric liquid crystal phase,17,18 which could
provide additional stability to the α-helix double layers.
Moreover, well-controlled polymer segment lengths with
narrow molecular weight distribution (Mw/Mn = 1.05) would
facilitate interface alignment and lamellar formation. Assuming
the parallel alignment as the most plausible structure, a
molecular model calculated the double-layer thickness to be 7.0
nm [Supporting Information (SI)]. The measured thickness of
the peripheral rings structure of the metallosome in cryo-
PCTEM images (Figure 2a) was determined to be 6.3 nm (n =
11), which is comparable to the value calculated with the
molecular model. Note that the PEG layer was not observed in
the cryo-PCTEM images because of low electron density. The
presence of Chole and PEGasus moieties in the block
copolymers plays a crucial role for the vesicular formation
because the combination of DACHPt and PEG-PLGA-Chole
(no-branched linear PEG) resulted in polymeric micelles
(Figure S1a, SI) and the combination of DACHPt and
PEGasus-PLGA (without Chole) failed to form vesicles (Figure
S1b, SI). As the metallosomes are formed in water, PLGA-
Chole parts generate strong cohesive forces because of the
presence of hydrophobic Chole groups and DACHPt
molecules and, thus, tend to coagulate to decrease the interface
to water. However, large osmotic pressure from the hydrated
two-armed PEGasus tends to expand the interface. Under such
frustrated conditions, the ordered alignment as lamellar may be
favored to balance steric repulsion from the PEGasus layer and

Figure 1. Formation and structure evaluations of metallosomes. (a)
Schematic diagram of the proposed self-assembly of metallosomes
through the formation of a metal complex between a Pt atom in the
DACHPt and the carboxylic moiety of PLGA segment. (b) Size
distribution of metallosomes measured by DLS. (c) Transmission
electron micrograph of metallosomes stained with uranyl acetate. (d)
Gel permeation chromatograms of FITC-dextran-loaded metallosomes
(upper: UV absorption; center: fluorescence detection) and free
FITC-dextran (lower: fluorescence detection). (e) CD spectra of
metallosomes and PEGasus-PLGA-Chole block copolymer measured
at neutral pH.

Figure 2. Release profiles of metallosomes under the physiological
conditions (10 mM phosphate buffer (PB) plus 150 mM NaCl). (a)
Cryogenic PCTEM images of metallosomes of (i) 0 h incubation and
(ii) after 48 h incubation. Thickness of the vesicular membrane
(indicated by arrows) was measured to be 6.3 nm in average from 11
independent metallosomes. (b) Release profiles of Pt complexes from
the metallosomes and FITC-dextran from FITC-dextran-loaded
metallosomes. Inset indicates the release profiles of early stage. Data
are mean ± SD of n = 3. (c) Size change of metallosomes with
incubation time determined by DLS. (d) Variation of CD spectra of
the metallosomes with incubation time.
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coagulation of the α-helical cylinder with Chole moiety at ω-
end.
The properties of metallosomes as drug carriers were then

investigated. The amount of DACHPt in the metallosomes was
determined by inductively coupled plasma-mass spectroscopy
(ICP-MS) to be 10 wt % of the product. This is approximately
50% of the carboxylate moieties of PLGA complexed to
DACHPt. The binding of DACHPt to PLGA is stable in
distilled water but may be gradually cleaved under physiological
NaCl conditions through the exchange reaction between
chloride ions in the medium and the carboxylate group of the
PLGA.19 Thus metallosomes release the active Pt complexes in
a sustained manner, achieving a discharge of more than 50% of
the DACHPt after 72 h (Figure 2b inset). In contrast, a clear
induction period during the first 12 h was observed in the
release profile of Alexa 680-dextran (10 000 Da) incorporated
in the interior of the metallosomes (Figure 2b). Presumably,
the membrane of metallosomes is still not permeable to Alexa
680-dextran in the early stage until the release of a critical
amount of Pt complex. This results in an increase in the
threshold molecular weight cutoff of the membrane perme-
ability, and ultimately enabling Alexa 680-dextran to penetrate
the membrane. The initial induction phase is apparently an
advantage when targeting solid tumors, as the release of the
cargo in the inner phase is expected to occur after the vesicles
reach the tumor tissue. Moreover, the induction period in
dextran release suggests that the vesicular structure is assumed
to be stable even after the substantial release of the Pt complex.
Indeed the observation of the constant size of approximately 80
to 90 nm diameter for a prolonged time period at physiological
NaCl concentration (Figure 2c) is consistent with the
maintenance of the vesicular structure. Furthermore, the cryo-
PCTEM images of the metallosomes incubated 48 h under
physiological conditions revealed the presence of the vesicular
structure (Figure 2a(ii)). CD intensity for the α-helix decreased
with incubation time in physiological conditions (Figure 2d),
indicating that the PLGA segments in the metallosome
gradually underwent a transition from α-helix to random coil
with the release of DACHPt. Yet, worthy to note is that the
characteristic α-helix spectra still remained even after prolonged
incubation, suggesting a crucial role of α-helices in maintaining
the vesicular structure.
The small size of approximately 100 nm with PEGylated

palisade of the metallosomes is a substantial advantage to attain
prolonged blood circulation and ultimately increases the
accumulation of metallosomes in tumors through passive
targeting based on the EPR effect.20 Moreover, metallosomes
might be very valuable for the systemic codelivery of both the
Pt complex and encapsulated agents in the hollow water space.
Thus, blood circulation of the FITC-dextran-loaded metal-
losomes was evaluated through the detection of both Pt (Figure
3a) and FITC fluorescence (Figure 3b). The results clearly
exhibited prolonged retention in the bloodstream for both
species. Alternatively, both free oxaliplatin, which is an oxalate
complex of DACHPt (Figure 3a), and free FITC-dextran
(Figure 3b) were rapidly cleared from the bloodstream. Co-
injection of free FITC-dextran with empty metallosomes
revealed no improved plasma retention compared to the single
injection (Figure 3b), excluding the possibility that the FITC-
dextran adsorption to the metallosome surface brought the
longevity in blood circulation. Eventually, the augmented
bioavailability of metallosomes and the EPR effect enabled an
increased accumulation of both DACHPt and FITC-dextran

into subcutaneous colon adenocarcinoma 26 (C26) tumors
(Figure 3c,d), confirming the high potency of the metallosomes
as the systemic multifunctional carrier.
In vivo noninvasive imaging of nanocarriers is plausible for

determining their tissue selectivity and estimating their
therapeutic and diagnostic potentials. In this regard, the
preferential tumor accumulation of Alexa 680-dextran was
clearly observed by in vivo near-infrared fluorescence imaging
after the injection of Alexa 680-dextran-loaded metallosomes
(Figure 3e). In contrast, the signal of Alexa 680-dextran
injected in the free form mainly appeared at the kidneys,
visually confirming the high capacity of metallosome as the
nanocarrier directing encapsulated substances to solid tumors.
This elevated tumor accumulation of metallosomes is

expected to improve the antitumor activity of the incorporated
platinum drug, since DACHPt complexes can exert their
cytotoxicity after being released from the metallosomes as
observed in in vitro studies (Table S1, SI). We studied the
antitumor activity of oxaliplatin and the metallosomes in C-26-
bearing mice through intravenous (i.v.) injection. For free
oxaliplatin, no inhibition of the tumor growth was observed at
any dose in this condition (Figure 4a). Moreover, the mice
injected with 10 mg/kg of oxaliplatin presented toxic death
after the third injection (Figure 4b). Mice treated with 6 mg/kg
of metallosomes achieved considerable reduction in the tumor
growth rate (p < 0.005 at day 14) (Figure 4a), which was
comparable to the previously reported data obtained for the
DACHPt loaded micelles undergoing clinical trial,21 because of

Figure 3. In vivo performance of metallosomes through i.v. injection.
(a) Plasma clearance of Pt after injection of oxaliplatin and
metallosomes. (b) Plasma clearance of free FITC-dextran, free
FITC-dextran coinjected with metallosomes, and FITC-dextran-
loaded metallosomes. (c) Tumor accumulation of Pt 24 h after
injection for metallosomes and oxaliplatin. (d) Tumor accumulation of
FITC-dextran 24 h after injection for FITC-dextran-loaded metal-
losomes, free FITC-dextran co-injected with metallosomes, and free
FITC-dextran. (e) In vivo fluorescent imaging of free Alexa 680-
dextran (i) and Alexa 680-dextran-loaded metallosomes (ii) 24 h after
injection. Data are mean ± SD of n = 6.
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the high accumulation of drug in the tumor tissue without
showing significant body weight loss (Figure 4b). The ability of
metallosomes to load and deliver multiple therapeutic agents
presents enormous possibilities for the design of new
therapeutic strategies, such as loading different chemother-
apeutic agents for improved combination chemotherapy or
diagnosis agents for real-time monitoring of the therapeutic
response.
The simple construction of metallosomes in water without

use of organic solvents allows encapsulation of fragile bioactive
compounds, and the observed in vitro and in vivo performance
of the metallosomes against cancer offers a promising platform
for the development of nanocarriers for versatile application.
The tunable multifunctionality of block copolymers and the use
of diverse metal coordination bond to assemble the vesicles will
provide a method for creating smart carriers enabling both
diagnosis and therapy, thereby reducing the complexity of
multidrug administration.
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Figure 4. Antitumor activity of metallosomes through i.v. injection. (a)
Relative tumor volume. (b) Relative body weight: oxaliplatin at 8 and
10 mg/kg and metallosomes at 6 mg/kg. Day 0 is the first day of
injection. *Toxic death 6/6 mice. Data are mean ± SD of n = 6.
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